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Introduction 

inancial return is the profit or loss you have 

on your investments, including income and 

change in value. Can be expressed as a 

percentage and is calculated by adding the income 

and the change in value and then dividing by the 

initial principal or investment amount. You can 

find the annualized return by dividing the 

percentage return by the number of years you 

have held the investment. Percentage return and 

annual percentage return allow you to compare 

the return provided by different investments or 

investments you have held for different periods of 

time. (Dictionary of Financial Terms, 2008) 
The rapid growth of the modern tourism industry 
which,  in  2005 registered approximately 800 
million international tourist arrivals worldwide, has 
made the tourism industry one of the most 
important industries of the world, particularly in 
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economic terms.  One of the most 
valuable characterist ics of the 
tourism industry is that while it has 
grown in numbers, it has also grown 
in variety of destinations as there has 
been a continued geographical spread 
of tourism to all parts of the world 
which has made it possible for many 
countries, especially developing 
countries, to develop tourism as a 
viable engine for socio- economic 
development. (World Tourism 
Organisation (WTO) Secretary 
General Francesco Frangialli Message 
on Nigerian Tourism Master plan, 
2006) 
Essentially, (World Tourism 
Organisation (WTO) Secretary 
General Francesco Frangialli Message 
on Nigerian Tourism Master plan, 
2006) (World Tourism Organisation 
(WTO) Secretary General Francesco 
Frangialli Message on Nigerian 
Tourism Master plan, 2006)  
Many analysts of the tourism sector in 
Nigeria agree that the sector has the 
potential of not only contributing to 
foreign exchange earnings but also 
can aid the reduction of the 
concentration of  foreign exchange 
sources. According to the Nigerian 
Embassy, Nigeria is a potential tourist 
paradise which boasts of good 
tropical weather, variety of wildlife, 
awe-inspiring waterfalls, historical 
relics, captivating beaches, and rolling 
hills, coupled with the warm-hearted 
and  culturally active populace. The 
weather, vegetation, and climate 
render Nigeria a tourism destination 
of variety and contrast. The climate and weather include the semi-
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temperate climate of the Jos plateau, the harmattan haze of the north, 
and the humid weather of the south. The country's vegetation ranges 
from the light shrubs of the arid north to the thick mangrove swamps of 
the south. (Raynold and Braithwaite, 2001)     
Objectives of the paper are as follows:  

1. To determine the impact of financial returns to Local, Regional 
and National Economies  

2. To review relevant literature on the contribution of financial 
returns from tourism on the economy 

3. To draw conclusion and make recommendations for improvement 
of the situation  

 
IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RETURNS TO LOCAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL 
ECONOMIES. 
In this part of the paper we shall be looking at the contribution of 
financial returns on each of this levels using different part of the world 
and the kind of contribution they make to those economies. 
 
Impact of Financial Returns to a Local Economy: A Case Study of Bauchi, 
Nigeria. 
Table1: Features of the Activities. 

  
Source: (Community Development and Tourism: A Socio-economic 

Analysis of Tourism Impacts in Bauchi, 2013) 

In Table 1 above, the study considered various degrees of employees that 
are employed in the tourism-related economic activities in Bauchi. Take 
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for instance, from the tourism-related businesses studied, 15.4% of the 
total employment was in hotels and similar establishments. These 
include hotels and related establishments that provide lodging 
accommodation to guests.  Most prominent amongst these hotels is the 
Zaranda Hotel which has about 185 guest rooms. There are many other 
hotels including various guest houses like the Police Officers’ Mess Guest 
house, Focus Guest Inn, etc. Fast-food Joints occupies 6.9% of the total 
tourism-related  businesses considered in the study. The Bar is amongst 
the least tourism-related economic activities (4.2%) due to the nature of 
religion and culture of the people which forbid opening of bars along the 
streets. The few bars in the area are found at the Army Barracks, Igbo 
quarters  and other  secluded  environments. Tourism ministries and 
boards control about 12.3% of the  total employees  or  earners  in  the  
tourism-related economic activities in the area. These include various 
people employed in the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Nigeria Tourism  
Development Cooperation  (NTDC),  State  Tourism  Board,  Local  
Government  Tourism Committees, etc. Moreover, 13.1% of those earners 
in the tourism-related economic activities include various hawkers or 
itinerant traders who are involve in mobile business in Bauchi to provide 
various goods and services to the comfort of guests to Bauchi.  It was 
gathered that 49.2% of them were the initiators who are initial 
entrepreneur of their various businesses.  2.8% of them inherited theirs 
either from parents, relations of friends, who might have started the 
business originally. 6.4% of these income earners in tourism-related 
economic activities  purchased  the  business  after  it  must  have  been  
initiated  and  started  by someone else. 41.6% of these benefactors in the 
tourism-related economic activities were employees in the various public 
and private sector establishments that provide tourism-related services 
in Bauchi. The study equally x-rayed the time frame each of the 
employees/earners in tourism related-economic activities, have spent in 
those economic activities. It was revealed that 9.2% of them have just 
spent below one year within the period of the study; 21.6% have spent 
between one-five years, while 30.9% of them have spent between six-ten 
years in those tourism-related economic activities. Also, 38.9% of them 
have spent more than ten years in those economic activities. To this 
regard, the study revealed that 38.3% of these employees/income 
earners are self-employed in their various business endeavors. 46.4% of 
them are employed in the private sector establishments while 15.3% of 
them are employees of various levels government ranging from the 
Federal through the State to the local governments. This finding has 
shown that the private sector contributes more in the engagement of 
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staff in the tourism-related economic activities in the area. The study also 
looked at the amount of investment those participants in the tourism-
related economic activities have committed to those activities. To this 
regard, 29.3% of these income earners mostly hawkers and other small-
scale traders, commit less than one thousand Naira (N1,000.00) as capital 
for their business. Most of them do not have shops or  specialized 
equipment for their businesses. Greater percentage of people, about 
33.9%, invested within the range of one thousand to ten thousand Naira 
(N1,000.00-N10,000.00) as capital for their businesses. Small-scale 
traders and hawkers are also in this group. Small percentage of people, 
8.8%, needed over one hundred thousand Naira (N100, 000.00), for the 
commencement of their business. These group of people include various 
large scale traders and owners of various economic activities that 
demand huge capital investment like building of hotels, guest houses,  
restaurants,  fast-food  joints,  etc.  They made up only 8.8% of the entire 
population due to their level of capital investment.  In addition, the study 
surveyed the average income of various employees/earners in the 
tourism-related economic activities in Bauchi as shown in Table 2. This 
was necessary since income or profit level is among the major motivators 
to the sustenance of any economic activity. To this regard, a small 
percentage of the people, 9.3%, have their average monthly income not 
more than three thousand Naira (N3,000.00) per month. These include 
small itinerant traders among others. The greater percentage of the 
population, 27.3%, earns an average monthly income of not more than 
twenty thousand Naira (N20,000.00). These include small-scale traders, 
casual workers, security men in various hotels and other tourism 
establishments, etc. Higher income earners which is 16.9% of the total 
population, earn hundred thousand Naira (N100,000.00) and above. This 
later group include various skilled and experienced workers in hotels, 
government establishments, various management, etc. some of them in 
this group performs supervisory roles. The greater percentage of the 
population, 32.9% do not make use of any form of technology in the 
running of their businesses. These include traders, small-scale traders, 
casual workers, laborers, etc. They make their earnings without any 
technological involvement. 25.6% of the population makes use of 
telephones to facilitate their economic activities, while 18.4% makes use 
of computers. 10.9% of them like those in hotels, travel agencies, tour 
operators, etc, make use of the internet in the facilitation of their 
economic activities. Also 12.2% of them make use of vehicle as well.  
Finally, the seasonality of these tourism-related economic activities was 
also considered by the study. For instance, the available statistics has 
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shown that 31.4% of the entire population has seasonal participation in 
those tourism-related economic activities. These groups include 
laborers, casual workers, etc, who are always contracted when their 
services are needed and are disengaged afterwards. Also in this group 
are those small-scale traders or hawkers who trade during special 
festivals or events. Some of them are seen at the Yankari Park at the site 
of tourists/visitors, but they are not always seen in the park. In most 
cases, most of them use these tourism related-economic activities as 
their second or alternative economic activities. While the greater 
percentage of the population, 68.6%, are non-seasonal in their 
participation in those tourism-related economic activities in the area. 
These groups include government workers, hotel staff, staff and owners 
of various restaurant shops and fast-food joints, staff of travel agencies 
and tour operators, road transporters, etc.  
 

Business Involvement 

Table 2: Percentage of business involvement by both the local people 

and visitors to Bauchi.   

 
Source: (Community Development and Tourism: A Socio-economic 

Analysis of Tourism Impacts in Bauchi, 2013)  

 

Ascertaining the level of involvement of these categories of income 

earners in Bauchi, will help in measuring the economic impact of tourism 

in Bauchi. However, in hotels and other related establishments, 57% of 

earners in this area are visitors as against 43% local people. This is because 

of the lucrative nature of hotel business in the area which has drawn 

much interest from visitors outside Bauchi. In fast-food joints, the local 
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people were greater with 61% due to the much presence of local fast-

food joints in the area. Most of the modern fast-food joints in the area 

were dominated by visitors. The opposite was the case at restaurants 

where the local people dominate with 73% as against 27% of the visitors. 

Then the much dominance of the bar business in the area by visitors with 

72% is as a result of respect for the tradition and religion of the  people. 

In transportation and tour operation, the local people dominate with 76% 

and 52% respectively as against the visitors 24% and 48% respectively. 

Another aspect of the tourism-related economic activities that has much 

dominance by the local people is the hawking business, with 86% 

dominance leaving visitor with a manageable 14%. This is because of the 

small capital involvement in most of the hawking businesses in the area 

and also for the fact that most of the local people live very close to their 

homes, and do not spend much on transportation and communication 

with their relatives. In most of the tourist sites, like the Yankari Park, the 

local people have an advantage over the visitors due to their propinquity 

to these sites in knowledge and distance. The study also revealed much 

dominance of the local people in the employees of  various Ministries  

and  Boards  in  Bauchi  with  88%. Also 64% of the local people are found 

in the travel agency. Finally, other businesses also have dominance by 

the local people with 79% as against 21% being secured by visitors.  

 

Impact of Financial Returns to a Regional Economy: A Case Study of 

Queensland Region, Australia. 

Tourism Research Australia divides tourism areas in Queensland into 

twelve destinations. The boundaries of these regions are not based on 

the sizes of their economies or areas, but rather on each region’s tourist 

attraction or characteristics. Therefore, the level of contribution of 

tourists’ consumption from each region to the state will vary. Figure 1 

represents the shares of each region in total state tourism consumption 

over the three years, 2003–04, 2006–07 and 2007–08. As seen, Brisbane, 

Gold Coast, Tropical North Queensland and the Sunshine Coast are the 

four major destinations in the State. Brisbane and The Gold Coast are in 

fact the most well-known destinations with their tourism consumption 

shares substantially larger than all other regions of Queensland. Of the 
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two, Brisbane has become more popular over the period with its share 

of tourism consumption steadily increasing over time, while The Gold 

Coast and Tropical North of Queensland have lost a small proportion of 

their market shares 

 

Figure 1: Regional Shares in Total Queensland Tourism Consumption—

An Overview 

 
Source: (Regional Economic Contribution of Tourism Destinations in 

Queensland, 2009) 

 

Tourism Gross Regional Product  

Tourism gross regional product (TGRP) is tourism gross value added plus 

taxes paid less subsidies received on tourism related products as these 

are reflected in prices that visitors actually pay. As subsidies are often 

less than taxes imposed on products, TGRP will generally have a higher 

value than tourism value added. A tax or subsidy on a product is payable 

per unit of a good or service. The tax or subsidy may be a specific amount 

of money per unit of quantity of a good or service (quantity being 

measured either in terms of discrete units or continuous physical 

variables such as volume, weight, strength, distance, time, etc.), or it may 

be calculated ad valorem as a specified percentage of the price per unit 

or value of the goods or services transacted. A tax or subsidy on a 

product usually becomes payable when the product is produced, sold or 

imported, but it may also become payable in other circumstances, such 

as when a good is exported, leased, transferred, delivered, or used for 
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own consumption or own capital formation. As Table 3 shows in 2007–

08 tourism gross regional product was $9.192 million. Of this gross 

regional product, 30.94 per cent was associated with tourism in 

Brisbane, followed by the Gold Coast (21.19%), Tropical North Queensland 

(14.19%), and the Sunshine Coast (11.56%). 

 

Table 3: Tourism Gross Regional Product 

($ million) 2003-04 2006-07 2007-08 

Gold Coast 1,948 1,897 1,948 

Brisbane 2,202 2,590 2,844 

Sunshine Coast 958 973 1,062 

Hervey 

Bay/Maryborough 

189 231 222 

Darling Downs  287 973 1.062 

Bundaberg 168 194 202 

Fitzroy 266 301 343 

Mackay 235 289 261 

Whitsundays 243 305 253 

Northern 292 305 336 

Tropical North QLD  1,192 1,277 1,304 

Outback 131 138 147 

Total 8,112 8,785 9,192 

 

 (Percentage) 2003-04 2006-07 2007-08 

Gold Coast 24.02 21.60 21.19 

Brisbane 27.15 29.48 30.94 

Sunshine Coast 11.80 11.07 11.56 

Hervey 

Bay/Maryborough 

2.33 2.63 2.41 

Darling Downs  3.54 3.25  2.94 

Bundaberg 2.07 2.21 2.19 

Fitzroy 3.27 3.48 2.84 

Mackay 2.90 3.29 2.48 

Whitsundays 3.00 3.47 2.75 

Northern 3.59 3.47 3.65 
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Tropical North QLD  14.70 14.54 14.19 

Outback 1.62 1.57 1.60 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: (Regional Economic Contribution of Tourism Destinations in 

Queensland, 2009) 

 

Tourism Gross Value Added  

Tourism gross value added measures the value of tourism gross output 

at basic prices by all industries which supply tourism products, less the 

value of the inputs used in producing these tourism products. Tourism 

gross value added is directly comparable with the value added of 

‘conventional' industries such as mining and manufacturing and should 

also be used for comparisons across countries or regions. As Table 4 

shows in 2007–08, tourism gross value added was $7,463 million. Of this 

value added 32.74 per cent was associated with tourism in Brisbane, 

followed by the Gold Coast (21.16%), Tropical North Queensland (14.60%), 

and the Sunshine Coast (11.06%). As shown in Table 27, overall, the 

industries that contributed the greatest value added in 2007–08 were in 

order: Accommodation, Other Retail Trade, Cafes, Restaurants and Food 

outlets and Air and Water Transport 

 

Table 4: Regional Tourism Value Added 

($ million) 2003-04 2006-07 2007-08 
Gold Coast 1,584 1,533 1,579 
Brisbane 1,893 2,222 2.443 
Sunshine Coast 769 766 825 
Hervey 
Bay/Maryborough 

136 161 159 

Darling Downs  213 205 195 
Bundaberg 137 162 161 
Fitzroy 199 208 250 
Mackay 202 250 213 
Whitsundays 191 235 197 
Northern 234 235 253 
Tropical North QLD  988 1,060 1,090 
Outback 90 92 98 
Total 6,634 7,128 7,463 
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(Percent) 2003-04 2006-07 2007-08 

Gold Coast 23.88 21.51 21.16 

Brisbane 28.54 31.17 32.74 

Sunshine Coast 11.59 10.74 11.06 

Hervey 

Bay/Maryborough 

2.04 2.26 2.13 

Darling Downs  3.21 2.87 2.13 

Bundaberg 2.06 2.28 2.15 

Fitzroy 3.00 2.91 3.35 

Mackay 3.04 3.50 2.86 

Whitsundays 2.87 3.30 2.65 

Northern 3.53 3.30 3.30 

Tropical North QLD  14.89 14.87 14.60 

Outback 1.35 1.29 1.31 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: (Regional Economic Contribution of Tourism Destinations In 

Queensland, 2009) 

 

Tourism Employment 

At the national level, tourism employed persons is derived by using the 

tourism value added industry ratios. In this report, employment at the 

destination level is derived using regional output shares to allocate the 

employment number in the state TSA into destinations. Table 5 indicates 

that the number of persons employed in Queensland’s tourism industry 

increased steadily between 2003–04 and 2007–08 with 122,600 

employed in 2007–08. Brisbane with 29.4 per cent had the greatest 

tourism employment followed by The Gold Coast (22.9%), Tropical North 

Queensland (15.3%) and the Sunshine Coast (12.0%). As shown in Table 34, 

the industries that employed the greatest numbers in 2007–08 were 

Retail trade; Accommodation; Cafes, restaurants and food outlets; and 

Travel agency and tour operator services.  

 

Table 5: Estimates of Regional Employment in Tourism 

(‘000 people) 2003-04 2006-07 2007-08 
Gold Coast 27.5 28.0 28.1 
Brisbane 25.2 32.8 36.1 
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Sunshine Coast 13.6 14.1 14.7 
Hervey 
Bay/Maryborough 

2.1 2.7 2.8 

Darling Downs  3.3 3.3 3.0 
Bundaberg 2.1 2.7 2.8 
Fitzroy 3.1 3.4 4.1 
Mackay 3.1 4.1 3.4 
Whitsundays 3.1 4.1 3.4 
Northern 3.5 3.8 4.0 
Tropical North QLD  15.6 18.4 18.7 
Outback 1.4 1.5 1.6 
Total 103.6 118.9 122.6 

 
 (per cent) 2003-04 2006-07 2007-08 
Gold Coast 26.5 23.6 22.9 
Brisbane 24.3 27.6 29.4 
Sunshine Coast 13.1 11.8 12.0 
Hervey 
Bay/Maryborough 

2.0 2.3 2.2 

Darling Downs  3.2 2.8 2.5 
Bundaberg 2.0 2.3 2.2 
Fitzroy 3.0 2.9 3.3 
Mackay 3.0 3.4 2.8 
Whitsundays 3.0 3.4 2.8 
Northern 3.4 3.2 3.2 
Tropical North QLD  15.1 15.5 15.3 
Outback 1.4 1.3 1.3 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: (Regional Economic Contribution of Tourism Destinations in 
Queensland, 2009) 
 
Impact of Financial Returns to a National Economy: A Case Study of 
Nigeria 
Travel & Tourism is an important economic activity in most countries 
around the world. As well as its direct economic impact, the industry has 
significant indirect and induced impacts. The UN Statistics Division-
approved Tourism Satellite Accounting methodology (TSA:RMF 2008) 
quantifies only the direct contribution of Travel & Tourism.  But WTTC 
recognises that Travel & Tourism's total contribution is much greater, 
and aims to capture its indirect and induced impacts through its annual 
research. The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP reflects the 
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‘internal’ spending on Travel & Tourism (total spending within a 
particular country on Travel & Tourism by residents and non-residents for 
business and leisure purposes) as well as government 'individual' 
spending - spending by government on Travel & Tourism services directly 
linked to visitors, such as cultural (e.g. museums) or recreational (e.g. 
national parks). The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP is 
calculated to be consistent with the output, as expressed in National 
Accounting, of tourism-characteristic sectors such as hotels, airlines, 
airports, travel agents and leisure and recreation services that deal 
directly with tourists. The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP 
is calculated from total internal spending by ‘netting out’ the purchases 
made by the different tourism sectors. This measure is consistent with 
the definition of Tourism GDP, specified in the 2008 Tourism Satellite 
Account: Recommended Methodological Framework (TSA: RMF 2008). 
 
Impact to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
The direct contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP in 2013 was 
NGN757.3bn (1.6% of GDP). This is forecast to rise by 2.5% to NGN776.5bn 
in 2014.This primarily reflects the economic activity generated by 
industries such as hotels, travel agents, airlines and other passenger 
transportation services (excluding commuter services). But it also 
includes, for example, the activities of the restaurant and leisure 
industries directly supported by tourists. The direct contribution of 
Travel & Tourism to GDP is expected to grow by 5.8% pa to NGN1,366.0bn 
(1.6% of GDP) by 2024. 
 

Figure 1: Direct impact of Travel and Tourism to GDP 

 
Source: (Travel and Tourism Economic Impact, 2014 Nigeria) 
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The total contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP (including wider 
effects from investment, the supply chain and induced income impacts) 
was NGN1, 559.5bn in 2013 (3.2% of GDP) and is expected to grow by 1.9% 
to NGN1, 589.6bn (3.1% of GDP) in 2014. It is forecast to rise by 6.1% pa to 
NGN2, 886.2bn by 2024 (3.4% of GDP).  
 
Figure 2: Impact of Travel and Tourism to GDP in Nigeria 

 
Source: (Travel and Tourism Economic Impact, 2014 Nigeria) 
 
Impact on Employment 
Travel & Tourism generated 866,000 jobs directly in 2013 (1.3% of total 
employment) and this is forecast to fall by 0.8% in 2014 to 859,000 (1.3% 
of total employment). This includes employment by hotels, travel agents, 
airlines and other passenger transportation services (excluding 
commuter services). It also includes, for example, the activities of the 
restaurant and leisure industries directly supported by tourists. By 2024, 
Travel & Tourism will account for 1,194,000 jobs directly, an increase of 
3.3% pa over the next ten years. 
 
Figure 3: Direct Impact of Travel and Tourism to Employment 

 
Source: (Travel and Tourism Economic Impact, 2014 Nigeria)  
The total contribution of Travel & Tourism to employment (including 
wider effects from investment, the supply By 2024, Travel & Tourism is 
forecast to support 2,592,000 jobs (3.0% of total employment), an 
increase of 3.6% pa over the period. Chain and induced income impacts) 
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was 1,837,000 jobs in 2013 (2.8% of total employment). This is forecast to 
fall by 1.4% in 2014 to 1,811,000 jobs (2.7% of total employment).   
 
Figure 4: Impact of Travel and Tourism to Employment 

 
Source: (Travel and Tourism Economic Impact, 2014 Nigeria) 
 
Impact from Visitors Exports 
Visitor exports are a key component of the direct contribution of Travel 
& Tourism. In 2013, Nigeria generated NGN107.1bn in visitor exports.  In 
2014, this is expected to fall by 0.9%, and the country is expected to 
attract 900,000 international tourist arrivals. By 2024, international 
tourist arrivals are forecast to total 1,625,000, generating expenditure of 
NGN149.7bn, an increase of 3.5% pa. 
 
Figure 5: Visitors Exports and International Tourist Arrival 

 
Source: (Travel and Tourism Economic Impact, 2014 Nigeria) 
 
CONCLUSION 
Findings from the paper revealed that the impact or contributions of 
financial returns from tourism on local, regional and national economies 
serves as a source of income not only for the governments of the 
Countries concerned but also for the people living within a locality. At 
the regional level it brings different localities together and serves as a 
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revenue generation for those localities which improve their social 
wellbeing.  
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. To promote sustainable tourism in an economy, the national, 
regional, and local economy should first provide a good 
investment climate, featuring security and stability, regulation, 
taxation, finance, infrastructure and labour.  

2. Various tourism stakeholders should collaborate and share 
knowledge and tools in order to understand the overall picture of 
environmental and socio-cultural impacts of tourism activities at 
destinations. 

3. There is a need for policy coherence, which can include economic 
instruments and fiscal policy to reward sustainable investments 
and practices.  

4. Government and private tourism authorities should collaborate 
with ministries responsible for the environment, energy, 
agriculture, transport, health, finance, security, and other relevant 
areas, as well as with local governments.  

5. Since financial returns is one of the major source of income and 
employment for local, regional    and national economy it needs to 
be improve by all those concerned  

6. There is need to discover other sectors which can contribute large 
amount of financial returns, so that it can be developed and make 
it attractive to the people living outside the locality so that they 
will be interested in spending on those sectors and large amount 
of financial return can be generated. 
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Introduction 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
he word “Secretary” is the misunderstood 

concept in Industrial Occupation. Almost 

any man or woman, who is involved in 

industrial jobs such as typewriting, drilling of 

shorthand and the lice, refers to him /her as a 

secretary. The employers who work as office 

clerks or typists are sometimes referred to as the 

secretary. Thus there are prefixed that proceed 

the word secretary to differentiate modern 

secretaries from typists as follows: Personnel, 

executive, confidential etc. the predominance of 

any of the above prefixes largely depends on the 

environment in which it is applied. A secretary is a 

staff who is concerned with the preparation, 

preservation and transmission of all types of 

communication as well as the conventional 

secretaries’ duties of confidential nature at 

various levels (Stanwell et al I 979) 
 

 

A 

T 

ABSTRACT  
An investigation 

into dynamic 

roles secretaries 

play is of utmost 

importance to 

any organization 

hence, the study 

was carried out 

to invest the 

dynamic roles 

secretaries play 

in organizations. 

The study is a 

survey research 

design in which 

50 

questionnaires 

were used to 

collect the data 

for the study. 

Arithmetic Mean 

was used to 

analyse the data 

which were 

presented in 

tables.  The 
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